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Winter Weather
Policy
Obviously, we’ve been
clobbered these past
few weeks, so hopefully
the worst of the weather
is done for the season.
Any time the weather is a
little iffy be sure to check
either our website, your
email, and/or the web
calendar for the most upto-date information!

Great Swim-a-Thon!
Congratulations BACers on a great 2019 Swim-A-Thon. We had hundreds of swimmers participate at three different locations, and so far, we’ve raised over $30,000!
We’ve got until January 31st (tomorrow!) to get final pledges in and prize info to
Simply Swimming. Prizes will generally be available at the Regional Championship
Meet. Check out some of the pictures from a great event!

BACers Represent Team Wisconsin at
			Mid-State All Star Meet

With the flurry of BAC meets happening in the past month, you may have missed
a meet that featured a number of BACers. We had 6 swimmers participate at the
‘Mid States All-Star Meet’ in Indianapolis. This was a new meet for our LSC, and like
Zone Meets in the past, attending swimmers represented Team Wisconsin instead
of BAC. Congratulations to Piper Garcia-Hall, Bella Granetzke, Jillian Holler, Quinn
Weygandt, Sam Wolf, and Kenzie Zuehl on some great swims and contributing to a
solid 3rd place finish for WI. Looks like they had a great time!

Jillian and Sam meeting Olympians Josh
Prenot and Margo Greer

Team Wisconsin
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Sportsmanship Goes Beyond Just the Pool
Coach Jacob had a recent experience he wanted to share that highlighted the importance of being
a good sport and representing BAC in a positive manner.
“I was out and about in public – not at a swim meet or pool or anything like that. Obviously, I was
wearing a few items of ‘BAC’ clothing – it’s most of what I own ;^). I ran into a younger girl (9 or 10) that
I didn’t recognize, but she was wearing a t-shirt from one of the other area teams. She noticed me as I was
noticing her, and she turned to her friend and said “ugh – our rivals”. I laughed it off and said ‘how’s it
going’ or something, and she responded with a total stink face. I just kept walking.”
It goes without saying that we would NEVER support or condone this type of behavior from any
of our swimmers. We do a pretty good job of reminding kids of all ages to be pretty good sports. We ask
that they cheer for teammates at meets, be respectful to their opponents, and to be thankful to volunteers like the timers and officials. We’ve done that well over the years, but all of that relates to being a
good sport within the confines of the pool or at a meet. We probably don’t talk enough about representing the club OUTSIDE of those venues. Hopefully this serves as a reminder that you’re a representative
of a 500+ person ‘swamily’ with a strong tradition of excellence and respect, and we expect you to act
accordingly!

Parent Education: Season-Ending Meets

While it might seem like the start of the season wasn’t all that long ago, our season-ending meets
will be upon us before you know it! This time of the year we like to either remind (for returning families) or inform (for newer families) every one of the different season-ending meets available to BAC
swimmers.

Regional Championship Meet, Middleton High School, February 15th – 17th
For nearly 80% of the swimmers in the Wisconsin LSC, the final meet of the winter season is one of six
‘Regional Championship Meets’ held around the state. This year BAC will attend, and host, the Regional
Championship Meet at Middleton High School February 15th – 17th.
Even though this is the most common season-ending meet for swimmers, it’s often the one that families
are most confused about. What often confuses people are the time standards (‘state cuts’) that are listed
for most of the events. These are the times a swimmer of a certain age needs to go in a certain event to
qualify for either of the two State Championship Meets (12-under and 13-over). The reason that they are
listed in the event information for the Regional Championship Meet is that swimmers who have already
achieved one of these time standards may NOT compete in that event at the Regional Championship
Meet. In this way, each event at the Regional Championship Meet is reserved for swimmers who are
either hoping for one last chance to qualify for a State Championship Meet, or those swimmers that are
ending their season at the Regional Championship Meet. Swimmers do NOT need to have a certain time
in a given event to participate in that event at the Regional Championship Meet – in fact many swimmers
might try an event there for the first time.
(There is also a ‘time-trial’ portion of the Regional
Championship Meet that happens at the conclusion of the
meet on Saturday and Sunday. This meet is a true ‘lastchance’ opportunity to qualify for a State Championship
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Meet. BAC swimmers looking to participate must be very close to a state cut and
must get prior coach permission.)

12-Under State Championship Meet, Schroeder – Brown Deer, February 22nd –
24th
The 12-Under State Meet represents the highest level of competition available to
BAC age-group swimmers (10-under, 11-12) in the short-course yard winter season.
This meet brings together the top 700 or so 12-under swimmers from around the
state to compete in a single meet. BAC has a long tradition of great swimming at
this meet and we’re excited to try to get back to our winning ways after falling short
last year!
This meet DOES have time standards that swimmers must achieve in order to
qualify. The time standards can be found on either our website or the Wisconsin
Swimming LSC website.
13-Over State Championship Meet, RecPlex – Pleasant Prairie, Feb 28th –
March 3rd
This meet has undergone a pretty extensive overhaul from 2018, when it was determined that the structure of the meet led to days that were too long and decks that
were too crowded – both of which caused air quality and breathing issues. Some of
the major changes for this meet include the combination of the ’15-16’ and ‘Senior’
age groups, and the elimination of the 200 yard relays.
Speedo Sectional Championship Meet, Rochester, Minn, March 14th – 17th
This meet has been on our schedule for many years, but we’ve never approached
it quite the way we are for 2019! For the first time ever we’re attending this meet
in full force and as a bus trip with team travel. It should be a great experience, and
we’ll have a ton more info for swimmers who have qualified. Like most of the ‘higher level’ (beyond LSC Championship) meets offered in USA Swimming, the Speedo
Sectional Meet has only a single set of qualifying times. This means that swimmers
of any age may qualify, but they all have to achieve the same times in order to be
eligible. Generally the swimmers that qualify for these meets are 13-over, although
some 11-12’s may qualify as well. Many of these ‘Senior Meets’ also have a second
set of time standards called ‘bonus standards’ that swimmers can use to qualify for
additional events, provided they already have a cut for the meet.
90% of BAC swimmers will end their seasons at either the Regional Championship
Meet, or at a State Championship Meet. As those meets draw a little bit closer, your
swimmer’s lead coach will be sending out information about each of them. Sign
up is already open for the Regional Championship Meet and the 12-Under State
Championship, and the 13-Over Meet should be up soon.
It’s been a great season so far, and the coaches are super
excited about all of the different meets that allow our swimmers to put an exclamation point on the end of a successful
season!

Good Luck to
HS Boys
As we draw closer to
the end our winter SCY
season, we also have
a lot of BACers that are
finishing up a season of
representing their HS
teams. BAC has boys
at that compete at nearly
a dozen different area
high schools. The JV
swimmers finished up
last week, and the varsity
swimmers have conference, sectionals, and
WIAA state each of the
next three weekends.
Good luck to all the boys
and we’ll see you back
in the water afterward
to get ready for 13-Over
State and Speedo
Sectionals!
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BAC on Break in Antarctica
If you follow us on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook (and really, why wouldn’t you?!?), you’ve seen a ton
of #BAConBreak pics from all around the country, and even across the world! Last August we included a
map in our newsletter that had all the locations we’ve ‘visited’ so far.
Over winter break, we got two very special pics (from possibly our most exotic locales yet) that we
DIDN’T post yet as we wanted to give them the special attention they deserve. Behold, in all it’s glory, the
#BAConBreak pics from….ANTARCTICA! The first pictures are from Ribbon swimmer Austin, who visited
Villa Las Estralles in the Chilean Antarctic and made friends with a penguin! Not to be outdone, Coach
Valerie sent her husband (a climate scientist at UW Madison) all the way to the SOUTH POLE! So cool to
see folks on BAC and connected to the club having such awesome experiences!

